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DISTANCES BETWEEN PREDICATES IN BY-ANALOGY REASONING SYSTEMS 
V. Koval, Yu. Kuk 
 
Abstract: The purpose is to develop expert systems where by-analogy reasoning is used. Knowledge 
“closeness” problems are known to frequently emerge in such systems if knowledge is represented by 
different production rules. To determine a degree of closeness for production rules a distance between 
predicates is introduced. Different types of distances between two predicate value distribution functions are 
considered when predicates are “true”. Asymptotic features and interrelations of distances are studied. 
Predicate value distribution functions are found by empirical distribution functions, and a procedure is 
proposed for this purpose. An adequacy of obtained distribution functions is tested on the basis of the 
statistical 2χ –criterion and a testing mechanism is discussed. A theorem, by which a simple procedure of 
measurement of Euclidean distances between distribution function parameters is substituted for a predicate 
closeness determination one, is proved for parametric distribution function families. The proposed distance 
measurement apparatus may be applied in expert systems when reasoning is created by analogy. 
Keywords: expert systems, production rules, predicates, distances between predicates, by-analogy 
reasoning. 
 
Introduction 
Partnership systems are known to be the ones [1] able not only to use experts’ knowledge, but also to derive 
themselves new knowledge from data accumulated in memory. They have means used to derive knowledge 
from data represented as statistical or empirical “object-feature-time”-type tables [2]. While inferences are 
obtained in traditional expert systems only deductively, partnership systems use additionally inductive 
inference features, by-analogy reasoning construction facilities and non-monotone reasonings [1]. The by-
analogy reasoning creation basis is the rule that resembling conditions entail resembling effects in immediate 
proximity to known productions. Therefore, to construct a by-analogy reasoning mechanism, one should be 
able to compare a condition and an effect resemblance degree. A knowledge in expert systems is usually 
represented as “if mXXX &&& 21 … , then A ”–type productions. Compare two productions, for instance, 
by some PROLOG language features, and left and right sides of both productions are compared. Productions 
coincide if compared predicates fully coincide. If productions do not coincide, then partnership systems take a 
non-coincidence degree into account. For this purpose, a distance between predicates is introduced in such 
systems, and it becomes possible to measure a degree to which one production resembles another. Thus, it is 
also possible to construct a by-analogy reasoning inference mechanism. By-analogy reasonings may be 
illustrated by the following example. Assume that it is necessary to check whether conditions 
mXXX &&& 21 …  lead to an effect A . An inference system detects that a knowledge base (KB) 
contains a resembling knowledge, i.e. “if mXXYY &&&& 321 … , then A  ”, a truth of which is equal to 
P . The conditions 1Y  and 2Y  do not coincide with 1X  and 2X in this knowledge. Their non-coincidence 
degree is calculated. Hence, find a distance ),( YXd  between the predicates 21 & XXX =  and 
21 &YYY = , and, if it does not exceed a threshold η , the conclusion is that A  is probable. The truth of 
this inference is PP <′ . A truth lowering value depends on a length of a distance between X  and Y . The 
by–analogy inference rule scheme may be represented as 
                                                                                  
A
BBdABB η<′→′ ),(,,
. (1) 
Example 1. Let a predicate subject domain be a set of real functions )(xf  with one variable. Consider three 
predicates: 1) predicate B′ , i.e. “to be function 
x
x)sin( ”; 2) predicate B , i.e. “to be polynomial )(xf n  with 
power exponent n=2m”, where 
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and 3) predicate A, i.e. “to be represented as product of linear co-factors ∏
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−=
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)()( α , where 
nii ,,1, …=α  are roots of equation 0)( =xf ”. The expression AB→  is known [3]. Calculate the distance 
between B  and B′  by the following formula: )()(sup),( xfxgBBd n
x
−=′ . 
When n  is chosen, this distance can be made shorter than any number η  that is as low as possible: 
η≤′ ),( BBd . This fact be proved, if the function 
x
xxg )sin()( =  is expanded into Taylor series:  
      …"" ++⋅⋅⋅−++⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅+⋅−== )12(432)1(7654325432321
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2642
m
xxxx
x
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m
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Since η≤′ ),( BBd , then AB →′  is the by-analogy inference (expression (1)), i.e. the function 
x
xxg )sin()( =  can also be expanded into linear co-factors. Since the roots of the equation 
0)sin()( ==
x
xxg  are …,2,2,, ππππ −− , then, when obtained by analogy, expansion (3) has the following 
form: "" )1()
4
1)(1(sin 22
2
2
2
2
2
πππ n
xxx
x
x −−−= . Pursuant to this formula, it is possible to determine the 
factor under 2x , i.e. )
9
1
4
11( 222 "+++− πππ , and to make the latter equal to the factor under 
2x , i.e. to 
32
1
⋅− , in expansion (3). And "+++=⋅ 222 9
1
4
11
32
1
πππ  is the result, from which the famous Euler 
formula follows:  
616
1
9
1
4
11
2π=+++ " . 
 
1. Distances between Predicates 
1.1 Empirical Predicate Distribution Functions. An m -ary predicate ),,( 1 myyXX …=  is understood as 
a function, values of which are statements about m objects. Such objects are predicate argument values. A 
predicate is an object “feature” under 1=m  and it is a “relation” between m objects under 1>m . 
Introduce the notions of empirical frequencies and of predicate value distribution functions needed in order to 
compare two “resembling” predicates X  and Y . Consider the following cases. 
1) 1=m  and a number of different true statements about an object feature is finite and equal to K . Bring an 
integer number, respectively, K…,2,1  in correspondence with each such statement. Let there be n  objects 
from some subject domain and, respectively, n  true statements about a single feature of every such object. 
Define an empirical frequency for an i -th statement as 
n
kp ii = , where ik  is a number of i -th statements 
from among a whole number of n  true statements. Pursuant to these frequencies, define an empirical 
distribution function )(* xFn  as a step function of a real variable x . This function is equal to zero under 
1≤x , to 1p  under 21 <≤ x , to 21 pp +  under 32 <≤ x , …  , and is to 1 under Kx ≥ . The derived 
empirical frequencies ip , Ki ,,1…= , ∑
=
=
n
i
ip
1
1 , and )(* xFn  characterize this predicate well enough. 
2) And now here is the general case when 1>m  and a number of different true statements has a power of a 
continuum. Construct an empirical distribution function )(* xFn . Let there be n  selections that have m objects 
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from some subject domain and n  true statements about relations between m  objects from each selection. 
Bring a real number from the space 1R  in correspondence with each such statement. The result is that there 
are n  numbers nxx ′′ ,,1 …  on the straight line 1R . Arrange these numbers in the ascending order, i.e. the 
variational series )()1( nxx ≤≤…  is formed. Define )(* xFn  as a step function with the steps equal to n/1 . It 
is the function of a real variable x , and it is equal to zero under )1(xx ≤ , to nk /  under )1()( +<≤ kk xxx , 
1,,1 −= nk … , and to 1 under )(nxx ≥ . 
3) Consider the formula KXXXX &&& 21 …= . Construct an empirical distribution function )(* xFn  for 
the formula X . Let a predicate iX  be im -ary, 1≥im  and a number of different true statements about im  
objects has a power of a continuum. Then, bring the values of iX  in correspondence with the i -coordinates 
of the points from the K -dimensional space KR . Let there be n  selections that have m objects 
( ∑
=
=
u
i
imm
1
) from some subject domain and n  true statements about relations between m  objects from 
each selection. To reflect relations between m  objects, bring the K -dimensional vector from the space KR  
in correspondence with each such statement. The result is that there are n  vectors nxx ′′ ,,1 …  from KR , 
where ),,( ,1, Kiii xxx ′′=′ … . Define )(* xFn , where KK Rxxx ∈= ),,( 1 … , as follows. Consider a set 
},,1,:{ KixyRyB iiKx …=<∈= . Denote a number of nxx ′′ ,,1 …  by )( xBν  as for the vectors that got 
into xB . Assume the following: nBxF xn /)()(
* ν= , KRx∈ . 
It can be shown by analogy with Glivenko-Cantelli theorem [4] that the following assertion is valid for empirical 
distribution functions: )(* xFn  converges under ∞→n  to some single limited predicate distribution function 
)(xG . 
1.2. Calculating a Distance between Predicates. Differences in functions of distribution of two predicates or 
formulas can be used in by-analogy reasoning systems in order to compare two “resembling” predicates or 
formulas. Let )(xG  and )(xQ  be predicate value probability distribution functions or formula value 
probability distribution functions, respectively, for X , the first predicate or formula, and for Y , the second 
predicate or formula. In practice, empirical distribution functions or distribution function estimates are used as 
the former ones. They are selected from appropriate standard parametric distribution function families and 
tested for adequacy. The distribution function estimate derivation methodology is considered below. 
Definition 1. A distance ),( YXd  between predicates or formulas X  and Y  is a distance ),( QGd  
between two value distribution functions )(xG  and )(xQ  when these predicates or formulas are true under 
their values. 
Consider the distance d  between two formulas u1 XXXX &&& 2 …=  and w1 YYYY &&& 2 …=  
for the case when a “feature” or a “relation”, described by each separate predicate, are by no means 
associated with “features” or “relations” described by other predicates. Let 
uXXX GG,G ,,21 …  and 
wYYY QQQ ,,, 21 …  be the distribution functions, respectively, for u1 XXX ,,, 2 …  and w1 YYY ,,, 2 … . Then, d  
between u1 XXXX &&& 2 …=  and w1 YYYY &&& 2 …=  is equal to the distance between two 
products of the respective distribution functions 
uXXXX GGGG ⋅⋅⋅= …21  and wYYYY QQQQ ⋅⋅⋅= …21 . 
If an expression for d  between predicates or formulas is chosen correctly, it is possible to use further on 
“good” features of this distance, for instance, the distance calculation procedure itself may be simplified. 
Consider various expressions used to calculate distances between X  and Y . The distance 
                                                                )()(sup),(),( xQxGQGdYXd
x
−==  (4) 
means an absolute deviation of values for one distribution function with respect to another distribution function 
at each point and the distance 
                                                        ∫ −== )())()((),(),( 2 xdQxQxGQGdYXd  (5) 
takes a root mean square deviation of these values into account. 
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Example 2. Calculate the distance d  between the predicates B′  and B  from Example 1. For every x , the 
real value for B′  is equal to 
x
xxg )sin()( = . Therefore, the distribution function )( yG  for this predicate is 
equal to zero under )(xgy <  and to 1 under )(xgy ≥ . The values of B  correspond to the values of the 
polynomial )(xfn : )(11 xfy = , )(22 xfy = , …, )(xfy nn =  that, under different and sufficiently large 
n , 1nn > , are arranged in a certain way within the interval Δ  of the following form: 
])(,)([ η+η−=Δ xgxg . However, when n  increases, the points )(xfn  approach the point )(xg  
because of )()( xgxfn → . The distribution functions )(yQ  for these points are not found, since only the 
upper estimate for d  between B′  and B  is important. The following is made: move each of these points 
away from )(xg  in such a way that they fill in the interval Δ  uniformly. The result is that the distribution 
function )(~ yQ  in its new position becomes uniform, but the distance between )( yG  and the new )(~ yQ  
increases here in comparison with the previous one between )( yG  and )(yQ  Therefore: 
)~,(),(),( QGdQGdBBd <=′ . Since  
η+≥
η+≤≤η−
η−=
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
η−η
−−+η
−=
)( 
)()(         
)( 
,1
),)((
22
,/
)(~ 111
1
xgywhen
xgyxgwhen
xgywhen
xg
n
nn
n
ny
n
nn
nn
yQ  
then, if formula (5) is used, the following expression takes place: 
8
)1(
8
1)~,( 31 η<η−=
n
nQGd . Hence, the 
upper estimate is derived for ),( BBd ′ . Thus, if η≤− )()( xfxgsup n
x
, then 6/),( η<′BBd . Therefore, 
these formulas for the distances are equivalent. 
1.3 Kulbak–Leibler Distance, 2χ –Distance, Hellinger Distance. Consider now different types of distances 
between two predicates X  and Y  for the case when their distribution functions Q  and G  have, 
respectively, the densities )(xq  and )(xg  as for a measure μ . The Lesbegue measure may be used for 
one group of distribution functions (absolutely continuous distributions) and a counting measure may be taken 
for another group (discrete distributions) as μ . Let QN  be a carrier of Q  ( }0)(:{ >= xqxNQ ), and let 
GN  be a carrier of G  ( }0)(:{ >= xgxNG ). The Kulbak–Leibler distance between X  and Y  is 
calculated in the following way:  
)()(
)(
)(ln),G(),( 11 dxxgxq
xgQrYXr
GN
μ∫== . 
The 2χ –distance between X  and Y  is  
)(
)(
))()((),G(),(
2
22 dxxg
xgxqQrYXr
GQ NN
∫ −==
∪
μ . 
The values of ),(1 YXr  and ),(2 YXr  are more than or equal to zero. However, the equalities 0),(1 =YXr  
and 0),(2 =YXr  are possible only under GQ = . Since ),(1 YXr  and ),(2 YXr  are not the symmetric 
functions of Q  and G , then ),(1 YXr  and ),(2 YXr  are not the distances in the general case because of 
),(),( 11 XYrYXr ≠  and ),(),( 22 XYrYXr ≠ . Nevertheless, essentially speaking and from the statistical 
point of view, ),(1 YXr  and ),(2 YXr  characterize a deviation of Q  from G .  
The Hellinger distance between X  and Y  is  
)()()(),G(),(
2
33 dxxqxgQrYXr
GQ NN
μ∫ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −== ∪ . 
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and it is already the symmetric function for  X  and Y . The value ),(3 GQr  possesses all the metric 
characteristics between the functions )(xq  and )(xg  in the metrical space 2L .  
Consider the features of these distances, important when a predicate resemblance threshold is chosen. If a 
predicate closeness degree is characterized by such distances when )(/)( xgxq  is close to 1, then the 
following result turns out to take place:  
 
),(2),(
2
1),( 321 GQrGQrGQr ≈≈ . 
 
Asymptotically, all the distances behave in the same way. To study this asymptotic feature, assume that G  
and Q  for X  and Y  are taken from one and the same parametric family and defined, respectively, by the 
parameters θ  and Δ+θ . Then, the rate of the convergence to zero for the distance between X  and Y  is 
equal to )( 2ΔO  under 0→Δ . This fact follows from the asymptotic equality  
 
2
3 4
)()( Δ≈Δ θIr , 
where )(θI  is the Fisher information found by the formula  
 
)(
)(
))((
)(
2
dx
xg
xg
I μθ
θ
θ∫ ′= . 
 
1.4 Predicate Comparison Procedure Simplification Theorem. The predicate resemblance determination 
procedure falls into two stages: 1) calculate a distance between predicates; and 2) compare a calculated 
distance with a thresholdη . Let G  and Q  be distribution functions for predicates X  and Y  that belong to 
the same parametric family )( Θ∈=Ψ θθG  and differ only in their parameters. Assume that 1θG  and 2θG  
are, respectively, the predicate value distribution functions for X  and Y . Consider the Kulbak-Leibler, 2χ - 
and Hellinger distances as the ones between predicates: ),( 21 θθρi , 3,2,1=i . The following theorem is 
true. 
Theorem 1. Assume that value distribution functions for predicates X  and Y  belong to a parametric 
distribution function family )/( Θ∈=Ψ θθG . Let the following conditions be met: 1) a parametric set Θ  is 
compact; 2) 
21 θθ GG ≠  under 21 θθ ≠ ; 3) for every Θ∈θ , Fisher information is restricted: 
∞<≤< bI 4)(0 θ . Then, δθθρ ≤),( 21i , 3,2,1=i  is equivalent to ib/)( 221 δθθ ≤− , where ib , 
3,2,1=i  are constant, bb 21 = , bb 42 = , bb =3 . 
This theorem reduces the predicate resemblance determination procedure to the simple procedure by which a 
Euclidean distance between distribution function parameters is determined. The Θ -set compactness 
condition is not assumed to be restricting and it means that Θ  is restricted. The second condition means that 
0),( 21 >θθρi  takes place under 21 θθ ≠ . 
1.5. Distribution Function Estimates. As a rule, a predicate distribution function is not known. It is not very 
convenient to deal with empirical distribution functions. Therefore, the already known classes of distributions 
are used and estimates for )(xG are created. Assume that an unknown estimate of )(xG  for a predicate X  
belongs to )/( Θ∈=Ψ θθG . Construct an empirical function *nG  for X . Let *G  be a function from Ψ  
that is closest to *nG  as for a distance d , i.e.  
),(min)*,( ** nn GdGGd Π= Ψ∈Π . 
*G  with the parameter *θ  is an estimate for )(xG  as for a minimum of d . 
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Consider the practical methods used to create the estimates for distribution functions. First of all, describe the 
2χ –procedure that helps to find estimates. In this case, the distance  
∑
= Δ
Δ−Δ=
r
i iG
iQiG
P
PP
QGd
1
2
)(
))()((
),(  
is used as d ; rΔΔ ,,1 …  are non-intersecting sets of a predicate value space R  and their union is equal to 
R ;  
∫
Δ
=Δ
i
xdGP iG )()( , ∫
Δ
=Δ
i
xdQP iQ )()( , ri ,,1…= . 
Take )(* xGn  as )(xQ . The estimate *θ  as for the given minimum distance is a value of θ , and  
                                 ( )∑∑
== Δ
−Δ=Δ
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −Δ
=
r
i i
ii
r
i i
i
i
n nP
nP
P
n
P
nGGd
1
2
1
2
*
)(
)(
)(
)(
),(
θ
θ
θ
θ
θ
ν
ν
. (6) 
is minimized under this distance; in the present case, )(* ini nG Δ=ν  is a number of predicate values that got 
into the set iΔ  and under which a predicate is “true”. Differentiate expression (6) with respect to the 
parameters, the components of which make up the vector θ , make the derivatives equal to zero, and the 
equation system is derived relative to unknown parameters. Solve this system and find the estimates for the 
parameters. The obtained )(* xG  is then tested for adequacy. If a test result shows that )(* xG  is not 
adequate to the data, then an initial distribution function family should be changed. 
Consider the practically important maximum likelihood method also used to derive the estimates. To create a 
maximally likely estimate means to define one more important distance between an arbitrary Q  and θG  from 
)/( Θ∈=Ψ θθG . It is assumed that θG  possesses a density )(xgθ  with respect to a measure μ . Such 
a distance is expressed by the formula  
∫−= )()(ln),( dxQxgQG θθρ . 
If an empirical *nG  is taken asQ , then the estimate for θ  is called the maximum likelihood estimate and it 
minimizes the distance ),( *nGGθρ . The yielded function estimates have the “good” features, i.e. they are 
efficient and asymptotically not biased. 
1.6. Testing for Adequacy. Obtained distribution function estimates are tested for adequacy before a distance 
between predicates is found by means of them. An adequacy of a found function is tested for by the 2χ –
statistics. The testing mechanism is as follows. Consider the hypothesis that, when a predicate is “true”, probable 
predicate values are distributed by )(* xG . Divide a predicate value space into a finite number of sets 
rΔΔ ,,1 …  without common points. Calculate the values of )( iGi Pp Δ= . Determine the frequencies iν , i.e. a 
number of predicate values under which it is “true” and that got into a set iΔ . Calculate the statistics  
2χ = ( )∑
=
−r
i i
ii
np
np
1
2ν . 
It is possible to show by analogy with [4] that the 2χ -statistics distribution function does not depend on an 
initial predicate value distribution function at all under ∞→n . The former function is expressed by the 
formula  
0,
2
12)( 22
3
12
1
1 >⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −Γ= −
−
−
−
− xex
rxw
xrr
r  
and helps to find the point 05.0x  for which the expression  
05.0)(
05.0
1 =∫∞ −
x
r dxxw  
takes place. If 05.0
2 x>χ , then the choice of a distribution function is wrong. 
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2. A By-Analogy Reasoning System Flowchart 
Figure 1 depicts a by-analogy reasoning system flowchart. Let the following request be received by the 
system: “Is effect A  possible when conditions mXXX &&& 21 …  are met?” The production rule “if 
mXXX &&& 21 …  then A ” is sought for in the KB. If it is found, the answer is positive. If it is absent, the 
production rule “if mXXY &&& 21 … , then A ” is sought for, the conditions of which contain the same 
predicate names as in the request conditions, but the first predicate differs from first predicate in the request. 
If this rule is not found in the KB, then such a production rule is sought for, the conditions of which differ from 
the request conditions already in the second predicate: “if mXYX &&& 21 …  then A ”. And so on. For 
more certainty, let the procedure result be that the desired production rule “if ...&& 21 XX  
miii XXYX &...&&&&... 11 +−  then A ” is found in the KB at the i -th step. However, the predicate iY  
does not coincide in this rule with the predicate iX . Therefore, the procedure is started up that determines a 
closeness of predicates that do not coincide.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. By-Analogy Reasoning System: A Flowchart 
 
The data about distribution of the values of iX  and iY , under which they are “true”, are extracted from the 
database. Pursuant to these data, the empirical )(* xFn  and )(
* xGn  are constructed for the values under 
which they are “true”. In accordance with )(* xFn  and )(
* xGn , the estimates of )(
* xF  and )(* xG  are found 
as for iX  and iY . To find such estimates, introduce a distance between the distribution functions. To derive 
Find AXXYiY mi →= &...&&)( 2  in KB 
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Choose a 
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  Construct empirical distributions 
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 of distributions  
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     AX →  
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        Is there 
 AiY →)(  in KB? 
Calculate distances 
 between predicates 
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the estimates, find the distribution functions from the specified families that are closest to the found empirical 
functions in the sense of an introduced distance metrics. The obtained estimates for )(* xF  and )(* xG  are 
then tested for their adequacy as for the available empirical data by the 2χ –criterion. If the estimates for 
)(* xF  and )(* xG  do not fit available empirical data, choose another family where the same estimates are 
sought for again. The adequate estimates of )(* xF  and )(* xG  are yielded, and a distance d  between the 
considered predicates is calculated by means of them. This distance determines a degree of “resemblance” or 
“closeness” for iX  and iY . Predicates are close if a distance between them does not exceed some 
threshold. As a threshold, a sufficiently small positive number η  is chosen, and a value of this number states 
a by-analogy inference truth. Under η≤),( ii YXd , there is the following by-analogy inference: “if 
mXXX &&& 21 …  then A ”. If η>),( ii YXd  takes place, then a found production rule is rejected, and 
a new production rule is sought for that differs from a required one in a next-coming )1( +i -th predicate. 
 
Conclusion 
The paper considers different-type distances between predicates. They are the distances between predicate 
value distribution functions under which predicates are “true”. The asymptotic features of such distances and 
the interrelation between the latter are studied. The paper proposes the procedure used to find distributions of 
predicate values for the case when predicates are true. The distribution functions are found by the empirical 
distribution ones. The paper also deals with the mechanism that tests an adequacy of a yielded distribution 
function on the basis of the 2χ –criterion. The predicate resemblance determination procedure is replaced by 
the simple procedure that determines Euclidean distances between distribution function parameters. The 
replacement theorem is proved for the parametric families. The proposed distances can be used in expert 
systems in order to construct by-analogy reasonings. 
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